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-is study described the results of experiments comparing the cavity scales obtained from the GPR exploration with the direct
excavation of the identified cavity scales. -e first experiment was carried out on the actual roadway, and the additional ex-
periment was carried out on the mock-up site to prevent the cavity collapse under the ground. It was confirmed that the soil depth
of the predicted cavity and the identified cavity was similar, but the predicted cavity scales by GPR exploration overestimated the
longitudinal and cross-sectional widths compared with the identified cavity scales. Based on the correlation between the cavity
scales predicted by GPR exploration and the cavity scales identified in the mock-up test, an empirical formula for estimating the
cavity scales was proposed.

1. Introduction

In Seoul, Korea, there have been large and small ground
subsidence since 2014, which have become a social issue.
Most ground subsidence occurred in the pavement of
urban areas, and the main causes are supposed to be the
improper construction of water supply pipes, sewers, gas
pipes, and subways under the pavement. -e analysis of the
location of the roadway cavity that occurred in the past five
years in Seoul revealed that 81% of cavities occurred at a
depth less than 0.8m, 17% of cavities occurred at a depth
between 0.8m and 1.5m, and 2% of cavities occurred at a
depth more than 1.5m from the pavement surface.
-erefore, 98% of the cavities were distributed within 1.5m
depth, the average depth of underground utilities, and the
cavity scale was small and mainly occurred in the shallow
layer. Such cavities are likely to expand over time and lead
to ground subsidence [1].

Ground subsidence due to cavity can bring about various
problems, such as casualties, decrease of the safety of the
structures, and indirect social costs. -erefore, ground
subsidence should be prevented through the exploration and
recovery of the cavity under the pavements [2, 3].

Recently, to avoid affecting the flow of traffic, cavity
exploration under the pavement has used the mobile multi-
GPR (ground-penetrating radar). -e location, depth, and
cavity scale can be calculated by obtaining waveform GPR
data for the cavity under the pavements. -e cavity scale can
be calculated by confirming the availability of the cavity
from the parabolic cross section based on the theory of cavity
waveform analysis. Generally, the horizontal axis of the
cavity waveform shows the measurement distance, and the
vertical axis shows the depth. Furthermore, the cavity scale is
calculated by estimating the scale in each direction through
the longitudinal and cross-sectional measurements of the
image of the cavity waveforms. However, the cavity scale can
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be confirmed accurately only through excavation during the
restoration process.

On the other hand, cavity exploration and the calculation
of the scale are normally divided into two processes: (1) GPR
exploration and (2) endoscopic investigation. -e GPR
exploration calculates the cavity scale on the longitudinal
and cross-sectional directions; then, the endoscopic in-
vestigation films the inside of the cavity to confirm its depth
and width. Considering the cavity scale (height and width),
the thickness of the pavement, and the amount of cracks in
the pavement, the results of the primary exploration and
secondary investigation allow us to determine the level of
danger of the cavity. According to the cavity management
guidelines established by the city of Seoul, the dangerousness
of the cavity is determined on four levels: emergency, pri-
ority, general, and observation. Emergency and priority
levels indicate the level of danger that the cavity must be
restored immediately, while the general and monitoring
levels mean that the cavity may expand to a higher level.
-erefore, there should be an exact calculation of the cavity
scale to monitor the expansion process of the cavity from the
general and observation levels to a more dangerous level.
Furthermore, the exact calculation of the cavity scale is also
important to determine the costs (e.g., materials and
equipment) for the restoration of the cavity, if the cavity is at
the emergency or priority levels.

Current methods for the measurement of cavity scales
are excavating the cavity directly, which leads to social in-
direct costs due to traffic control as well as the direct costs
associated with the excavation and restoration process. Since
a difference occurs between the estimation of the cavity scale
obtained through the direct excavation and the cavity scale
obtained from the GPR exploration, the reliability of the
GPR exploration results is degraded. -erefore, in order to
ensure the reliability of the GPR exploration results, it is
necessary to enhance the accuracy of the cavity scale cal-
culation based on the GPR exploration.

-is study compares the cavity scales obtained from the
GPR exploration and the direct excavation of the identified
cavity. -e first exploration was carried out on the actual
roadway, and the second exploration was carried out on the
mock-up site to prevent the cavity collapse by placing
Styrofoam under the ground. -erefore, the study suggests a
GPR exploration method for predicting the actual cavity
scales by comparing the GPR exploration results with the
identified cavity scales.

2. GPR Exploration and Methods for Cavity
Scale Calculation

2.1. Principles of GPR Exploration. -e ground-penetrating
radar emits electromagnetic waves into the underground
and receives the electromagnetic waves reflected from a
boundary with different electrical properties (e.g., conduc-
tivity and permittivity). -is system is widely used to in-
vestigate the reserves of the resources in mines, buried
structures, and terrane information in geophysics [4–6].
GPR exploration is a method to explore the shallow subjects
or structures with high resolution by using the transmission

of the electromagnetic waves with frequencies higher than
tens of MHz and is commonly used as a nondestructive test
for the survey of underground pipes under the pavements,
cavities as well as cavity exploration of tunnels [7, 8].

-e principles of the GPR exploration are shown in
Figure 1. -e electromagnetic waves emitted from the
transmitter antenna are reflected, bent, diffracted, and
recorded as waveforms by the reception antenna. -e GPR
exploration identifies the size and location of the anomalous
object by analyzing the changing patterns of the waveforms
according to the characteristics of the anomalous object (e.g.,
boundary, utilities, cavities, and so on) [9].

-e high-frequency bandwidth between 10MHz and
1GHz used in the GPR exploration falls under the trans-
mission area in which displacement currents are superior
compared to conduction currents, and the behavior of the
electromagnetic wave remains under the control of the wave
equation. -e most interesting behavioral characteristics of
the GPR waves in the area of the electromagnetic waves are
the attenuation and speed. Under the assumption of flat
electromagnetic waves, the attenuation (α, [dB/m]) and the
phase constant (β, [rad/m]) of the wave area are shown in
equations (1) and (2):

α �
σ
2
μ
ε
, (1)

β � ωμε. (2)

-e symbol σ refers to the electrical conductivity (S/m), ε
is the permittivity (F/m), μ is the permeability (H/m), and ω
is the frequency. -erefore, as the conductivity of the me-
dium increases and the permittivity decreases, the GPR
waves show significant attenuations and become irrelevant
to the frequency. However, in areas with a frequency higher
than 100MHz, the attenuation rapidly increases due to
relaxation effects, and the depth of investigation of the GPR
system that uses a wavelength higher than 100MHz de-
creases rapidly.

Under the assumption that the penetration ratio of the
rocks that constitute the underground is identical to that
within a vacuum (μ � μ0), the GPR transmission speed (] ,
[m/ns]) can be defined as in equation (3). -e transmission
speed of the GPR wave is not related to the frequency and
depends only on the permittivity:

] �
c
��εc√ �

0.3
��εc√ . (3)

-e minimum size of the object that can be explored is
called resolution; it varies according to the soil, and it is half
of the length of a single wavelength (λl). -e base wave-
length must increase to increase the resolution. However,
when the base wavelength increases and the resolution
increases accordingly, the depth of the investigation de-
creases due to an increase of attenuation. When selecting
an antenna, the depth of the investigation should be pri-
oritized over the resolution if there is no information on the
depth or permittivity of the object. It should be noted that
the speed of the GPR wave is a function of the permittivity,
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and the resolution varies according to the medium. -e
minimum frequency is decided by the resolution, and the
maximum frequency is influenced by the depth of the
investigation and the scale of the seismic noise as shown in
Table 1.

According to the characteristics of the underground
medium, the frequency used for GPR explorations should
be appropriately changed according to the stratum of the
exploration subject, the status of the surface of the earth,
the status of the underground water, and the surrounding
environment. When using an antenna with a high base
frequency of 500MHz, the depth of the exploration varies
according to the permittivity and the electrical conductivity
of the underground, which is generally between 2m and
3m. If the surface is an asphalt pavement, the penetration
depth is reduced to 1 to 2m, as the energy of the elec-
tromagnetic waves to penetrate to the bottom weakens,
reflecting much energy at the boundary of the packaging
[10].

GPR reflections transmitted through a pavement struc-
ture can determine sublayer electromagnetic properties
[11–13]. -e electromagnetic property measured more fre-
quently by pavement engineers is the dielectric constant (ε)
because it is primarily influenced by soil water content [14].
From the perspective of material engineering, soils are
composite material systems comprised of inorganic minerals,
organic particles, water, and air. As a result, the dielectric
characteristics of the soil are a function of the dielectric
constants of the individual soil components, the volume
fraction of each component, their geometrics, and the elec-
trochemical interactions between the components [15]. Ta-
ble 2 summarizes the published dielectric constants of typical
pavement soil constituents [14].

When a low-frequency antenna of 100MHz is used to
increase the penetration depth, it is difficult to distinguish
the reflective signals from shallow areas due to the in-
terference of the direct waves emitted from the transmission
antenna to the reception antenna. -erefore, the electrical
characteristics of the underground medium and the fre-
quency used for the exploration should be investigated in
advance to ensure the appropriate exploration depths and
resolution.

2.2. Analysis of the Cavity Exploration and the Calculation of
the Cavity Scale. As shown in Figure 2, the GPR exploration
equipment used in this study is mounted on a vehicle. Its
base frequency is 400MHz, and the exploration depth on
paved pavements is within 2m. -is is effective in detecting
the cavities and underground utilities of 0.15m or larger
within the depth of onemeter (0.3mwithin 2m of depth). In
addition with the multichannel GPR exploration equipment,
there are three-dimensional interpretations, which allow us
to detect abnormal signals according to the difference in
materials as well as in the permittivity of identical materials.

-e GPR exploration equipment consists of GPR an-
tennae, surface image camera, GPS measurement equip-
ment, and positioning cameras, which allow us to identify
the exact location of abnormal signals from the surface. In
addition, the integrated analysis program of the multi-
channel GPR and the positioning system increase the re-
liability of the exploration results.

First, the exploration uses a piece of software that records
and controls the exploration data and sets the antenna ar-
rangement, sampling intervals, and initial values of the data
locations. -e data are obtained by constructing a reception
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Figure 1: Schematic of the GPR system and waveforms.
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and transmission channel, DMI, and exploration system.
Afterwards, the results are analyzed through data processing,
such as preprocessing, interpolation, and migration of data,
using the analysis programs for exploration data. -e sec-
tional data analyses are conducted according to the channels
through the integrated management of the positioning
system and then comparing and analyzing the abnormal
locations with the surface clips, filtering the signals from
objects such as underground utilities and manholes.

On the other hand, if the GPR exploration consists of a
one-dimensional arrangement and detects cavities or un-
derground pipes, the target is represented as a parabola on the
GPR data. -erefore, the system is able to obtain data from
detecting the strength of the reception signal and the delay in
transmitting and receiving the electromagnetic waves.

As shown in Figure 3, when the GPR sensors shown with
red dots are aligned, there is a particular object (cavity or
underground pipe) below them, and the GPR sensors
transmit and receive individual electromagnetic waves, the
delay becomes longer as the sensor is further away from the
target object; as the distance increases, the strength of the
signal reflected back is weakened. If this is represented in a
two-dimensional space with time axis and sensor arrange-
ment direction, it assumes a parabolic shape. -e parabola
has a gradual slope for materials with low permittivity and
has a steeper slope for materials with high permittivity [16].
-e slope waveform has a parabolic shape, and the major
type of waveform is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5 shows a method to differentiate the cavity
according to the white and black parts of the waveform,
based on the fact that air and medium have different per-
mittivities. It shows a reflected form in the case of homo-
geneous medium and cavity. In the case of a homogeneous
medium without cavity under the pavement, depending on
the direction of the depths, the relative permittivity increases
and the phase switches from black to white. When there are
cavities under the pavements, the permittivity decreases in
the direction of the depth, reversing the phase of the
reflecting waves by 180 degrees and switching the phase
from white to black [17–19].

In the results of the cavity explorations, the horizontal
axis and the vertical axis represent the distance and depth,
respectively, and the exploration results are interpreted as
the reflection patterns shown in the cross-section planes. In
the clip of the results of the planes, the color shows the
strength of the electromagnetic waves that are transmitted
and allows us to distinguish between cavities and un-
derground pipes according to the characteristics of the trace
waveforms. However, although the depth of the explored
abnormal object is determined by the continuous obser-
vation of the electromagnetic waves and the permittivity
constant of the medium, there may be errors as it is difficult
to determine accurately the permittivity constant according
to the medium.

-e abnormal signals from the clips of the planes
should be selected first to analyze the signal of the cavity.
-ere are patterns of straight lines in the case of un-
derground pipe; however, a pattern formed in a particular
area along the boundary that shows an extreme change in
amplitude is considered a cavity, and the cavity is de-
termined by the combination of the plane, longitudinal,
and cross sections. As mentioned previously, the signals for
the cavity through the clips of the longitudinal sections are
shown in a parabolic shape; the depths are identified
through the distance between the apical area, where large
changes begin; finally, the surface and the longitudinal
lengths are identified through the width of each end of the
parabola. Generally, the longitudinal and cross-sectional
widths of the cavity waveforms are calculated in the range
between 60 and 100% of each end, but when it is needed,
migration is first conducted, which is followed by the
analysis of the reflection states. Using these methods, the
examples of calculation based on the width of each end of
the parabola from the cavity waveforms obtained fromGPR
exploration are shown in Figure 6.

Table 1: Relationship between the variables of underground electrical characteristics, GPR exploration, and frequency.

Measurement variable
Permittivity Conductivity Frequency

Low ⟶ High Low ⟶ High Low ⟶ High
Velocity of electromagnetic wave Fast ⟶ Slow — —
Attenuation High ⟶ Low Low ⟶ High Low ⟶ High
Depth of investigation Shallow ⟶ Deep Deep ⟶ Shallow Deep ⟶ Shallow
Wavelength Long ⟶ Short — Long ⟶ Short
Resolution Low ⟶ High — Low ⟶ High

Table 2: Dielectric values of the typical pavement soil and layer
constituents.

Constituent Dielectric value
Air 1
Freshwater 8
Ice 4
Bedrock (granite) 5–7
Clay 25–40
Silt 16–30
Silty sand 7–10
Sand subbase 4–6
Gravel base 4–7
Glacial till 8–18
Asphalt concrete 4–8
Slag asphalt concrete 8–15
Portland cement concrete 8–10
Bitumen bound base 6–7
Cement bound base 8–10
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3. A Comparison of Evaluation Results on the
Cavity Scale

3.1. EvaluationMethods. -e calculation of the cavity scales
according to the GPR waveforms is extremely important to
evaluate the danger levels for managing the cavity.-e cavity
scales are calculated at a set ratio by considering the per-
mittivity of the medium under the pavements, based on the
total width of the lower parabola of the cavity waveform
obtained from the longitudinal section and the cross section.

-erefore, in this study, we compared the cavity scales
calculated on the basis of the exploration of the cavity with
those identified through direct excavation. To evaluate the
calculation results of the cavity scales through GPR explo-
ration, the soil depth on the top of the cavity and the cavity
scale were compared for 10 cavities in three regions. Based
on the results, the relationships between the predicted cavity
and the identified cavity were analyzed.

3.2. Evaluation Results. Figure 7 illustrates the relationship
between the depths of the predicted cavity and the identified
cavity.-e ratio of the identified soil depth and the predicted
soil depth was analyzed in order to evaluate the error bound
of the soil depth on the cavity. -e result showed that the
difference between the identified soil depth and the pre-
dicted soil depth was about 12% to 19%, when the identified
soil depth was more than 0.4m. -is result means that the
GPR exploration depth is limited. Although some data have
differences, the relationship between the identified soil depth
and the predicted soil depth is close to 1 :1 gradient.
-erefore, it was confirmed that the predicted soil depth
from the pavement layer was approximately the same as the
identified soil depth.

Table 3 and Figure 8 show the results of the analysis of
the relationship between the soil depths of the identified
cavity, the soil depth of the predicted cavity according to the
GPRwaveforms, and the total width (longitudinal and cross-

sectional widths). As shown in Table 3, the soil depth of the
identified cavity was from 0.11m to 0.51m, and the soil
depth was divided into three ranges based on the depth
relationship (see Figure 8) between the locations of the
predicted cavity and the identified cavity. As a result of
calculating the arithmetic mean of the soil depth by the range
of the identified cavity, the mean soil depths of each range
were 0.23m, 0.37m, and 0.47m, respectively. Based on these
results, the minimum, maximum, and the mean of the
predicted cavity according to soil depths were compared.
-e results showed that, as the soil depth decreased, the soil
depths of the predicted cavity and the identified cavity were
almost identical, and this is identical to the qualitative results
shown in Figure 7. Furthermore, as the soil depth increased,
the differences in the longitudinal width of the predicted
cavity increased; however, the differences in the cross-sec-
tion width were similar.
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Figure 6: Measurement example of scale (soil depth and width) by the cavity waveforms. (a) Depth: 0.9m and width: 1.0m. (b) Depth: 0.3m
and width: 0.5m.
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-e difference in the widths of the predicted cavity and
the identified cavity as well as the scale ratios were calculated
for the longitudinal and cross sections to compare the cavity
scales of the predicted cavity and the identified cavity, as
shown in Table 4. First, according to the soil depth of the
location of the cavity, the differences in the widths of the
predicted cavity and the longitudinal and cross sections of
the identified cavity were compared. As a result, it was
generally difficult to confirm a specific tendency for the
difference in scales of the identified and the predicted cavity
in longitudinal and cross sections according to the soil depth

at the top of the cavity, as shown in Figure 9.-is may be due
to irregular differences in scales because of some collapses of
the soil around the cavity due to external drilling along with
the errors of the analysis. -erefore, we concluded that there
was no significant relationship between the scales of the
identified cavity and the predicted cavity, according to the
soil depth of the cavity. In addition, we also analyzed the
ratio of the total width of the GPR waveforms in a parabolic
form and the scales of the identified cavity (scales of
identified cavity (Cidentified)/scales of predicted cavity
(Cpredicted)). As shown in Figure 10, the ratio of the scales of

Table 3: Calculation results of mean difference in the scale of the predicted cavity according to the soil depth of the identified cavity.

Average soil depth of the identified cavity
[soil depth range] (m)

Difference in soil depth (m) Difference in longitudinal
section (m)

Difference in cross section
(m)

Minimum Maximum Mean Minimum Maximum Mean Minimum Maximum Mean
0.23 [0.11∼0.30] − 0.07 0.01 − 0.02 0.00 0.35 0.17 0.00 0.40 0.25
0.37 [0.35∼0.40] − 0.05 0.00 − 0.02 0.10 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.28
0.47 [0.44∼0.51] − 0.09 − 0.02 − 0.06 0.20 0.60 0.40 0.20 0.40 0.28
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Figure 8: Difference between the predicted cavity scale and the identified cavity scale according to the location of the cavity. (a) Soil depth.
(b) Longitudinal section. (c) Cross section.
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the identified cavity to the total width of the predicted cavity
was between 53.8% and 100% for the longitudinal sections
and between 50% and 100% for the cross sections. In other
words, it is estimated that the cavity explored through GPR
was larger compared to the actual cavity.

Although the soil depths on the top of the predicted
cavity and the identified cavity were similar, there were no
strict tendencies for the differences and the ratios of the
cavity scales. -e reason may be the collapses and sinks of
some cavities during the examination process, and so, the

Table 4: Calculation results of the difference in scales between the predicted cavity and the identified cavity according to the soil depth.

Analyzed
cavities

Soil depth
(m)

Identified cavity (m) Difference of predicted and
identified values (m) Cidentified/Cpredicted (%)

Longitudinal
section

Cross
section

Longitudinal
section

Cross
section

Longitudinal
section

Cross
section

Cavity 1 0.11 1.00 0.90 0.30 0.30 76.9 75.0
Cavity 2 0.24 0.50 0.40 0.35 0.40 58.8 50.0
Cavity 3 0.27 1.50 1.20 0.00 0.00 100.0 100.0
Cavity 4 0.30 1.60 0.50 0.00 0.30 100.0 62.5
Cavity 5 0.35 1.00 0.50 0.30 0.10 76.9 83.3
Cavity 6 0.36 1.60 2.10 0.10 0.60 94.1 77.8
Cavity 7 0.40 1.20 0.65 0.20 0.15 85.7 81.3
Cavity 8 0.44 0.70 1.40 0.60 0.20 53.8 87.5
Cavity 9 0.46 1.80 0.40 0.20 0.40 90.0 50.0
Cavity 10 0.51 1.00 0.95 0.40 0.25 71.4 79.2
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Figure 9: Relationship between the differences in cavity scales according to the soil depth. (a) Longitudinal section. (b) Cross section.
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study suggested a calculation method of the cavity scale
through a test-bed experiment that artificially structuralizes
mock-up cavities.

4. Evaluationof theCavity ScaleBasedonaTest-
Bed Experiment

Although the relationship between the predicted and
identified cavity scales was evaluated based on the field data,
it was difficult to derive a clear correlation. -erefore, this
study attempted to compare the cavity scales through the
ratio and difference of the predicted and the identified
cavities based on a mock-up test and attempted to suggest a
calculation method for cavity scales.

4.1. Construction of the Mock-Up Cavities and the Experi-
mental Methods. In the test-bed experiment, the mock-up
cavities were constructed in 32 locations considering the on-
site condition according to the depth and the scale of the
cavity. -e mock-up cavity used Styrofoam in a hemi-
spherical structure with 0.5m and onemeter in diameter and
0.25m and 0.5m in height and was planted in the ground.
-e reason for using Styrofoam was that a previous study
showed that the permittivity constant of Styrofoam is similar
to that of air [20]. -e vertical locations of the mock-up
cavities were 0.3m, 0.6m, 0.9m, 1.2m, and 1.5m from the
ground surface, and the space between each cavity was 0.3m.

After excavating the ground, Styrofoamwas placed in the
planned locations, which were then covered in backfill soil.
For the backfill soil of the top of the mock-up cavities, we
used SM (silty sand) and SP (sandmixed with silt), which are
commonly used in Korea as backfill soils. -e GPR explo-
rations used the same equipment as described for the pre-
vious experiment.

-e purpose of this experiment was to suggest a method
to quantitatively estimate the cavity scale through a com-
parison between the predicted cavity and the identified
cavity. -erefore, there must be an excavation of cavity that
can be clearly compared to the mock-up cavities. However,
after simulating the mock-up cavities, it was found to be
difficult to obtain clear GPR exploration results due to the
collapses of some cavities and the irregular pavement surface
of the unpaved pavements. Hence, we used the test results of
10 cases only that were relatively clear and, thus, comparable
with the mock-up cavities. -e summary of the experiment
types is shown in Figure 11.

4.2. Results andDiscussion. Table 5 shows the soil depth and
the longitudinal and cross sections of the predicted cavity
(GPR exploration results) and the identified cavity (mock-up
cavities) according to the soil types. -e soil depths of the
predicted cavity and the identified cavity were approxi-
mately − 0.06m to 0.04m, which were similar. -is is similar
to the results of experiments on cavities on the roadway.
However, the difference in the longitudinal width of the
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Figure 11: Experiment types. (a) Detailed map of SM type. (b) Detailed map of SP type.
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predicted cavity and the identified cavity was found to be
0.22m to 0.76m depending on the depth of the cavity, and
the difference in cross-sectional width was found to be
0.30m to 0.80m.

Figure 12 shows the results of the correlation analysis
using the mean differences between the predicted cavity and
the identified cavity concerning the soil depth, longitudinal
sections, and cross sections when the buried depths were at
0.3m, 0.6m, and 0.9m, respectively. -e results show that
when the soil depths were at 0.3m and 0.6m, there were not
many differences in the vertical location of the predicted
cavity and the identified cavity, but as the soil depth in-
creased, the difference increased as well. -is is also similar
to the tendency shown in the experiment on cavities on the
roadway. However, as the soil depth increases, the differ-
ences in the longitudinal and cross sections of the predicted
cavity and the identified cavity continuously increased.
Based on these results, we were able to show that, as the
depth of the cavity (soil depth) increases, the scales of
longitudinal and cross sections of the predicted cavity were
larger than those of the identified cavity.

Table 6 shows the scale ratio of the predicted cavity and
the identified cavity according to the conditions of the
experiment. -e scale ratio was determined as the ratio of
the identified cavity to the predicted cavity on the soil depth,

longitudinal width, and cross-sectional width. -e results
showed that the scale ratio of soil depth was 94% to 111%,
and the scale ratios of the longitudinal and cross sections
were 49% to 82% and 45% to 77%, respectively. -ere was a
small difference in the scale ratio of soil depth between the
predicted cavity and the identified cavity, but the scale ratio
of the longitudinal and cross-sectional width was large. -is
shows that the cavity scales predicted by GPR explorations
are larger than the actual cavities for the scale ratios of the
longitudinal and cross sections. Although the scale of soil
depth predicted by the GPR exploration is relatively reliable,
there is a possibility that the exploration results for the
longitudinal and cross-sectional width reveal large errors.

On the other hand, soil types did not show particular
relationships with buried depth, cavity scale, and scale ratio.
-is is because there are no large differences in permittivity
according to the types of SM and SP, as suggested by
Saarenketo [21].

4.3. Suggestions of Evaluation Method for Prediction of the
Cavity Scale. It is extremely difficult to estimate the scale of a
cavity in the ground accurately. Based on the results of the
mock-up test, we found no relationship between the cavity
scale and the soil type. However, it was found that the GPR

Table 5: Calculation results of the difference in soil depths and scales between the predicted cavity and the identified cavity.

Type Cavity
no.

Soil depth (m) Longitudinal section (m) Cross section (m)
Predicted
cavity

Identified
cavity Difference Predicted

cavity
Identified
cavity Difference Predicted

cavity
Identified
cavity Difference

SM
#5 0.63 0.60 0.03 1.45 1.00 0.45 1.50 1.00 0.50
#12 0.54 0.60 − 0.06 1.53 1.00 0.53 1.50 1.00 0.50
#13 0.84 0.90 − 0.06 1.76 1.00 0.76 1.80 1.00 0.80

SP

#1 0.26 0.30 − 0.04 0.83 0.50 0.33 0.80 0.50 0.30
#11 0.32 0.30 0.02 0.86 0.50 0.36 0.90 0.50 0.40
#6 0.32 0.30 0.02 1.30 1.00 0.30 1.30 1.00 0.30
#15 0.28 0.30 − 0.02 1.22 1.00 0.22 1.30 1.00 0.30
#2 0.54 0.60 − 0.06 1.03 0.50 0.53 1.10 0.50 0.60
#7 0.64 0.60 0.04 1.59 1.00 0.59 1.60 1.00 0.60
#16 0.59 0.60 − 0.01 1.52 1.00 0.52 1.50 1.00 0.50
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Figure 12: Difference between the predicted cavity scale and the identified cavity scale according to the location of the cavity. (a) Soil depth.
(b) Longitudinal section. (c) Cross section.
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exploration results were relatively accurate in estimating the
depth of the cavity (soil depth). In addition, as the soil depth
increases on top of the cavity, the plane scales of the cavity

(longitudinal and cross sections) are predicted to be larger
than the actual scales. -erefore, based on the relationship
between the structuralized mock-up cavity (identified

Table 6: Calculation results of the scale ratio.

Soil
type

Cavity
no.

Soil depth
(m)

Cavity scale (longitudinal section� cross
section) (m)

Cavity height
(m)

Scale ratio (identified cavity/predicted Cavity)
Soil depth

(%)
Longitudinal
section (%)

Cross section
(%)

SM
#5 0.6

1.0 0.5
95 69 67

#12 0.6 111 65 67
#13 0.9 107 57 56

SP

#1 0.3 0.5 0.25 115 60 63
#11 0.3 94 58 56
#6 0.3 1.0 0.5 94 77 77
#15 0.3 107 82 77
#2 0.6 0.5 0.25 111 49 45
#7 0.6 1.0 0.5 94 63 63
#16 0.6 102 66 67
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Figure 13: Correlation of the cavity scale according to the soil depth. (a) Longitudinal section. (b) Cross section.
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Figure 14: Evaluation results by the applied evaluation method. (a) Longitudinal section. (b) Cross section.
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cavity) scale and the predicted cavity scale by the results of
GPR exploration (see Table 5), we suggest a formula to
estimate the cavity scale using the differences (predicted
cavity minus identified cavity) in the longitudinal and cross
sections, according to the soil depth as shown in Figure 13.
Considering the nonlinear increasing trend of the difference
of the plane scale of the cavity in the experimental cases
according to the increase of the soil depth, the formula was
determined as a second-order polynomial.

We compared the scale ratio of the cavity predicted from
the mock-up test and the scale ratio calculated with the
proposed formula as shown in Figure 14. -e scale ratio
obtained by applying the formula was generally larger than
the scale ratio obtained from the results of the experiment. In
particular, the increase rate was larger for the cross sections,
where the differences in scale were relatively large in
comparison to the longitudinal scale.-erefore, it is possible
to quantitatively estimate the cavity scale based on the
calculation method suggested in this study. However, the
formula should be applied to more cavity data to enhance its
reliability.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the GPR exploration method was carried out
on both actual roadway and mock-up site to compensate for
the problems caused by excavation and restoration process.
An empirical GPR exploration method for predicting the
actual cavity scales by comparing the GPR exploration re-
sults with the identified cavity scales was suggested. -e
results are summarized as follows:

(1) -is study compared the cavity scales obtained from
GPR exploration results and the direct excavation of
the identified cavity. It was confirmed that the
predicted soil depth by GPR exploration was similar
to the identified soil depth, but the predicted cavity
scale by GPR exploration overestimated the longi-
tudinal and cross-sectional widths compared to the
identified cavity scale.

(2) In the experiment on the actual roadway, there was
no clear trend for the differences and the ratios of the
cavity scales between GPR exploration results and
identified cavity. -e reason is assumed to be the
collapse of cavity during the examination process.
-us, an additional mock-up test was performed to
prevent the cavity collapse by placing Styrofoam
under the ground. Although the soil depth of the
predicted cavity and the identified cavity was similar,
the difference in the longitudinal and cross-sectional
widths increased as the soil depth increased.
-erefore, cavity scales predicted by GPR explora-
tions were larger than the actual cavities for the scale
ratios of the longitudinal and cross sections.

(3) Based on the correlation between the predicted
cavity scales by GPR exploration and the cavity scales
identified in the mock-up test, it is possible to
qualitatively estimate the cavity scales using the
empirical formula proposed in this study.
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